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Preface

This publication is part of Deloitte’s series on Risk
Intelligence — a risk management philosophy that focuses
not solely on risk avoidance and mitigation, but also on
risk-taking as a means to value creation. The concepts and
viewpoints presented here build upon and complement
other publications in the series that span roles, industries,
and business issues. To access all the white papers in the
Risk Intelligence series, visit: www.deloitte.com/risk.

Open communication is a key characteristic of the Risk
Intelligent EnterpriseTM. We encourage you to share this
white paper with your colleagues — executives, board
members, and key managers at your company. The issues
outlined herein will serve as useful points to consider and
discuss in the continuing effort to increase your company’s
Risk Intelligence.

As used in this document, Deloitte means Deloitte & Touche LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a
detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the
rules and regulations of public accounting.
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In recent years, many companies have increased their use
of and dependence on outsourcing and offshoring (O/O).
These arrangements present both risks and rewards to the
organizations using them.
But outsourcing and offshoring need not be a roll of the
dice. There are steps you can take to minimize the risks and
maximize the rewards at every stage of the O/O lifecycle.
These steps will carry you down the path toward Risk
Intelligent outsourcing and offshoring, and will help reduce
the chances that you’ll experience an undesired outcome
— an “Oh! No!” moment — during your O/O initiative.
O/O defined
For the purposes of this paper, the term “outsourcing”
describes contracting with an external service provider to
perform specific functions or processes, including:
• Information technology outsourcing (ITO) — application
development, maintenance, production support, etc.
•B
 usiness process outsourcing (BPO) — call centers,
human resources, accounting, etc.
Outsourcing vendors perform a back-office or front-office
function, in contrast to the traditional vendor role of
supplying materials. O/O vendors act more as business
partners providing services on behalf of your organization.
They are, in effect, an extension of your company,
a business relationship sometimes referred to as the
“extended enterprise.”

If you’re an executive or manager in a midsize to large
organization, you almost certainly have a stake in
the success of one or more O/O initiatives. Your role
may involve responsibility for decisions, management,
monitoring, governance, or operational dependence on
the initiative. Whatever your role, you can benefit by
considering a Risk Intelligent approach.
Key drivers of O/O initiatives
Organizations employ O/O to create additional shareholder
value, primarily by seeking to:
• Reduce operating, development, sales, or other costs
• Focus more on core competencies
• Tap vendors’ best practices and innovations
• Increase flexibility and scalability of operations
• Gain access to human capital
• Fuel global growth by gaining a foothold in a growing
economy.
O/O initiatives usually deliver some combination of these
benefits — but rarely to their full potential and often with
increased risk to the organization. If not managed well,
those risks, both internal and external to the company, can
adversely affect the business performance of the entire
organization. For example, a Deloitte Consulting LLP survey
noted that a significant number of surveyed companies
expressed disappointment with their outsourcers’ overall
ability to provide continuous process and technology
improvements.1

In this paper, “offshoring” refers to relocating one or more
processes or functions to a different (and usually lower
cost), foreign location, including “captive” shared services
facilities. Various business models fall under the definition
of O/O; see graphic, “Offshoring/Outsourcing Business
Models,” for some representative examples. Regardless of
the business model used, offshoring benefits may include
lower labor or operating costs and other advantages.
Offshoring also introduces risks that exacerbate those of
onshore outsourcing, including the availability of qualified
talent; geopolitical risks; and risks arising from foreign
cultural, language, and infrastructure issues.

“Why Settle for Less? Deloitte Consulting 2008 Outsourcing Report.”
Deloitte Consulting LLP, December 2007.
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Offshoring/outsourcing business models

100%
Captive
• Wholly-owned
facility, built or
acquired
• Full control over
people, assets,
systems/process
• Specific skill set
might be sourced
such as recruitment,
benefits, building
maintenance, etc.

Degree of ownership
Assited
captive
• Wholly-owned facility,
built and managed
with assistance of an
experienced partner,
usually a single entity
• Assistance can be
sought for:
1. People (e.g.,
recruitment,
training,benefits)
2. Assets (e.g.,
rent/buy,
maintenance, fit-out)

Joint Venture
(JV)
• Facility set up with
third-party to
facilitate speed of
entry into market,
reduce risk, and
protect IPR
• Partner chosen for
local market
knowledge and
specific sector
expertise

3. System/process
(e.g., IT infrastructure
procurement, audit,
transition support)

Lower

Degree of risk

Why Risk Intelligent outsourcing and
offshoring?
Risk Intelligence, our philosophy and approach toward risk
management,2 consists of practices that:
• Account for the full spectrum of risks in business
decisions and activities
• Cut across “silos” to provide an integrated,
organization-wide view of risk
•C
 onsider upside opportunities as well as
downside possibilities
• Identify, avoid, mitigate, detect, and report on risks
in comprehensive, cost-effective ways
• Provide a common language and context for risk
management

Build — Operate
— Transfer (BOT)
• Facility managed by
third-party partner
initially and
transitioned over to
full client ownership
at an agreed-upon
later stage

0%
Outsource
• Facility fully
managed by the
third-party provider

• Ownership of
people and assets
rests with third-party
to begin with;
control over specific
proprietary systems/
processes could
reside with client
right from the start

Higher

Such practices are particularly important — and often
lacking — in O/O initiatives. This paper shows one way
to approach O/O decisions, employing Risk Intelligence at
every stage of the sourcing lifecycle.
The risks are real — and undermanaged
The basic risk in any business endeavor is that it will fail
to deliver the intended value. By that measure, many
companies face serious O/O risks. In a Deloitte Consulting
LLP outsourcing survey,3 30 percent of participants stated
they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with their
outsourcing arrangement. Additionally, 39 percent of the
respondents had terminated an outsourcing contract,
transferring the contract to a different vendor.

•A
 llocate risk management resources based on the
importance of the threats and opportunities.

To access all the white papers in the Risk Intelligence series,
visit: www.deloitte.com/risk.
2

“Why Settle for Less? Deloitte Consulting 2008 Outsourcing Report.”
Deloitte Consulting LLP, December 2007.
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Moreover, several growing trends have increased O/O risks:
• Companies now rely on third parties and offshore
entities, not just for specific projects and back-office
functions, but more often for core business processes.
• Increased competition for global talent has contributed
to shortages of qualified local talent, which requires
a company to focus on its human capital strategy to
optimize quality and cost of services.
•R
 egulatory developments have increased exposure
to liability for malfeasance or misfeasance; in some
cases, senior management and the board can be held
accountable for non-compliance associated with thirdparty operations.
• P iracy, security breaches, and theft of information can
erode the value of brands, intellectual property, and
other intangible assets, in which companies have more
heavily invested in recent years.
•A
 more volatile political environment in some popular
offshore locations increases the risk that unrest,
terrorism, or related developments will threaten the
value of products and physical assets, as well as create
a climate of instability precluding effective and efficient
operations.
• T hird-party suppliers may morph into de facto
partnerships, albeit without the analysis, reporting, and
control that typically characterize true partnerships.
To deal with such complex and dynamic risks, companies
must employ a holistic risk management approach to guide
sourcing decision making throughout the O/O life cycle.
The O/O lifecycle
The O/O lifecycle is a sequence of decisions and tasks that
move the initiative forward. Each stage of the lifecycle
presents risks that you can address with specific tools,
techniques, and mitigation tactics.
The stages of the O/O lifecycle are:
1. Strategic assessment: Deciding why, how, and in
what form O/O may support your business strategy,
and whether internal capabilities can support the
initiative.
2. B
 usiness case development: Analyzing expected cost
savings and other financial and operational benefits of
the initiative.
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If you’re an executive
or manager in a
midsize to large
organization, you
almost certainly have a
stake in the success of
one or more O/O
initiatives.
3. Vendor selection: Choosing a vendor according to
criteria related to the strategic assessment and the
business case.
4. Contracting: Negotiating a contract that captures the
needs and expectations of both parties, and addresses
compliance and risk factors identified in the previous
three stages.
5. S
 ervice transition, delivery and post-transition
management: Managing the migration, or initiation,
of the service in the vendor or offshore location.
Monitoring the ongoing performance and risk of the
relationship according to the contract and service level
agreements (SLA), as well as for the attainment of
strategic objectives.
Major risks at each stage of the lifecycle
Although we associate specific risks with specific lifecycle
stages, — those risks and stages are interconnected.
That is why risk must be evaluated early in the lifecycle in
an interconnected, Risk Intelligent manner. It is essential
to identify and prioritize risks at the first two stages the
strategic assessment and business case development.
Subsequent phases can then focus more on risk assessment
and mitigation than on identification. Indeed, most
failures to manage O/O risks stem from inadequate risk
identification early in the lifecycle.

Major risks at each stage of the outsourcing/offshoring lifecycle
The following are examples of significant risks associated with each stage of the O/O lifecycle. This list is intended to be
a representative, not comprehensive, sample. Many other risks may arise in addition to these cited.
Stage 5: Service transition, delivery and post-transition management
Lack of formal transition planning, governance oversight practices lead to low service
levels, cost overuns, and other outcomes that erode value.
Stage 4: Contracting — Contract provisions covering service levels, incentives, contingencies,
vendor personnel, security, privacy, price protection, and termination are missing or faulty.
Provisions for measuring key SLAs are not in place.
Stage 3: Vendor selection
Failure to develop vendor selection criteria that contemplate outsourcing objectives and risks,
and failure to exercise thorough due diligence.
Stage 2: Business case development
Incorrect outsourcing assumptions, for instance regarding projected cost savings, payback period,
or investment needed to build governance, measurement, and validation capabilities
Stage 1: Strategic assessment
Outsourcing objectives not aligned with overall business strategy

Based on our experience, the following are examples of
significant risks:
Strategic assessment: Outsourcing objectives not aligned
with overall business strategy
Business case development: Incorrect outsourcing
assumptions, for instance regarding projected cost savings,
payback period, or investment needed to build governance
and management capabilities
Vendor selection: Failure to develop vendor selection
criteria that contemplate outsourcing objectives and risks,
and failure to exercise thorough due diligence.
Contracting: Contract provisions covering service levels,
incentives, contingencies, vendor personnel, security,
privacy, price protection, and termination are missing or
faulty.

Service transition, delivery and post-transition
management: Inadequate transition planning causes
suboptimal knowledge transfer and poor change
management, and, perhaps, risk of losing key personnel.
Lack of formal governance oversight practices lead to low
service levels, cost overruns, and other outcomes that
erode value.

It is essential to identify
and prioritize risks at
the first two stages —
the strategic assessment
and business case
development.
The Risk Intelligent approach to outsourcing and offshoring 7

How do you address the risks at
each stage of the lifecycle?
Get a fix on the risks
Aligning risk management with the O/O lifecycle enables
you to account for the interactions among the life cycle
activities and to identify, assess, prioritize, and mitigate
O/O risks at the right stage. Companies tend to overlook a
number of key risk management considerations, including
the need to:

• Stage 1: Account for strategic alignment and inherent
risk exposure in the sourcing decision, and to assess gaps
in resources, processes, capabilities, and culture needed
to support execution.
• Stage 2: Factor costs and expected efficacy of risk
mitigation and ongoing management into business case
development, and to track business value realization.
• Stage 3: Leverage the vendor selection process to
manage operation and compliance risk exposure
proactively.
•S
 tage 4: Develop contracts that address performance,
compliance, and global delivery risks.
• Stage 5: Plan adequately for the transition and manage
change. Align the sourcing governance program to
the parties’ visions, provide vendor oversight, and
continuously improve the process.
On the following pages we examine each stage of the
lifecycle and these Risk Intelligent steps in more detail.

In the process, be sure to answer two essential questions:
• What inherent risks will result from our sourcing
decision? These risks will be driven by the nature and
scale of the services being outsourced or offshored, and
they must be managed in the subsequent phases.
•W
 hat is the adequacy of our internal processes,
resources, and capabilities to support the proposed
sourcing strategy? Companies that lack the necessary
capabilities are likely to fail.
Downside possibilities
If O/O objectives do not align with the business strategy,
or if risks are not properly identified and mitigated, the
initiative will not support — and may even undermine
— that strategy. The problem is far from rare. A Deloitte
Consulting LLP survey4 asked 300 executives what they
would do differently with respect to their outsourcing
arrangements; 39 percent said they would better define
and align their business goals with the outsourcing
initiative.
In some instances, this misalignment can scuttle the entire
outsourcing initiative. For example, the same Deloitte
Consulting survey found that 50 percent of companies that
said they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with their
largest outsource contract wound up bringing the function
back in house.
Upside opportunities

Stage 1. Strategic assessment — Rightsizing
the deal
When you assess your O/O initiative in light of strategic
business goals, you can evaluate how the initiative will
support — or perhaps not support — those goals. This
assessment also positions you to define the capabilities
you need in a service provider, select the right provider,
and specify required service levels. To put yourself in that
position, you must first look ahead to the major decision
points and risks at each stage of the lifecycle. Then, you
should assess your sourcing model choices and your
internal resources and capabilities to support and monitor
the initiative. This early point in the process is the most
appropriate time to align your business objectives with the
sourcing risks and required mitigating actions.

Appropriate strategic assessment minimizes the ad hoc
O/O decisions that result in a patchwork of mismatched
initiatives. The assessment shows how related and
unrelated O/O efforts support the organizational strategy
and enables you to address any weaknesses. A rigorous
strategic assessment enables a more holistic view of
outsourcing that advances the agenda beyond just cost
savings and eliminates redundant or overlapping initiatives.
In this way, you may also solve the most common O/O
limitation, which is to realize cost savings and nothing
else. You may also avoid potential future issues stemming
from inadequate capabilities and resources to manage the
initiative. Another upside is optimal allocation of resources
to sourcing objectives and better performance during
the contract period, which enables you to outperform
competitors who are also outsourcing/offshoring.

“Why Settle for Less? Deloitte Consulting 2008 Outsourcing Report.”
Deloitte Consulting LLP, December 2007.
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Keys to Risk Intelligent strategic assessment
Decide what you want to accomplish at the strategic level,
and then decide if and how O/O will help you achieve
it. An O/O initiative can support the business strategy or
simply solve a short-term problem. The key is to align
your choice of vendor, contract terms and conditions, and
internal processes and capabilities to support your shortand long-term objectives, whatever they may be.
To create an environment that encourages a Risk Intelligent
strategic assessment:
• Integrate your company’s formal sourcing strategies and
formal business strategy
• Match your organization’s sourcing vision and sourcing
capabilities; invest in the development of internal
resources or acquire external expertise to build essential
internal capabilities
• Systematically build risk mitigation into downstream
sourcing lifecycle activities, including vendor selection,
contracting, service transition, and ongoing operations.
Stage 2. Business case development — Build a solid
foundation
A sound business case follows logically from the strategic
assessment. It begins with assumptions relevant to your
business goals and should extend beyond operational
cost savings. An O/O initiative typically includes goals
to increase flexibility; to improve technical, operational,
and process management skills; to reallocate internal
resources to more value-generating activities; to cut
product development cycles and improve marketplace
“nimbleness”; to expand capabilities; and, ultimately, to
increase competitiveness and add shareholder value.
A specific business case for an O/O initiative must fully
consider project management, communications, HR, legal,
finance, and other costs directly related to the transition,
which many analyses fail to do. The business case
must also accurately consider ongoing governance and
management costs, which many companies underestimate.

Downside possibilities
Many companies — 38 percent, according to a 2005
Deloitte Consulting LLP study5 — have paid additional
or hidden costs for services they initially believed were
included in their contracts. Incorrect assumptions regarding
items such as cost savings and payback period have also
contributed to suboptimal O/O decisions. These problems
occur when companies fail to accurately identify all
relevant costs of the current operation or to think through
future processes and governance structures. In addition,
most companies omit a comprehensive risk analysis and
thus underestimate risk mitigation costs. These trends have
continued since the 2005 study, as demonstrated by the
2008 Deloitte Consulting survey that found that 63 percent
of respondents did not use a business case/strategy
assessment in developing their outsourcing initiatives.6
Upside opportunities
When a business case is based on validated assumptions,
you can rationally compare O/O options, and decide
whether to outsource the function at all. You can save
significant sums of money by heading off bad decisions
at this stage, which, admittedly, can be difficult if others
in your organization have made a commitment to
outsourcing or offshoring. Yet if you cannot make the
business case for an O/O decision, you are actually making
the case for an alternative. So avoid potential losses and
allocate your resources to more-productive initiatives.
Keys to Risk Intelligent business case development
Start by assessing your organization’s governance structure
and the resources required to oversee and interface with
O/O operations. While you’re at it, conduct a complete
risk analysis to identify, prioritize, and evaluate the risks
and potential mitigation responses — and calculate the
costs of risk measurement and mitigation. The key to a
robust business case development is a formal method of
identifying the benefits and total cost of outsourcing, and
using adequate due diligence to validate assumptions. It’s
also useful to categorize expenditures into one-time and
ongoing costs.

“Calling a Change in the Outsourcing Market: The Realities for the
World’s Largest Organizations.” Deloitte Consulting LLP, April 2005.
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A Risk Intelligent business case would also:
• Review successes and failures of your previous O/O
decisions, and those of competitors
• Validate financial, operational, and other assumptions,
for example, regarding savings achieved by peers
• Project one-time and ongoing costs accurately, including
the cost of risk measurement and mitigation.
Stage 3. Vendor selection — It now means
something different
It’s natural to blame the vendor when things go wrong.
However, many problems can originate in your own
organization, especially in cases where your company has
not clearly articulated its objectives and expectations —
and has failed to validate the same. If you don’t address
these foundational issues, the probability of a bad outcome
rises substantially.
Vendor selection is, of course, a milestone stage of the
process that helps make all your plans and projections real.
But as tempting as it may be to fast-track the selection,
the urge should be resisted. First, make sure you have
attended to stages one — strategic assessment — and two
— business case development. Then, be certain to carefully
work through the selection process, with no shortcuts.
Significant problems can arise when companies give
vendor selection short shrift. This usually stems from
predetermining the vendor at the outset or choosing only
on the basis of costs or relationships. It’s also the result of
requests for proposals (RFPs) that omit requirements and
expectations from the strategic analysis and the business
case — a common occurrence. Diligent vendor selection
can represent the difference between disaster, failure,
success, and phenomenal success.
Downside possibilities
Inadequate due diligence can lead to suboptimal — and
risky — O/O relationships, as can mismatches between
outsourcing objectives, significant risks, and vendor
selection criteria. Indeed, 44 percent of companies in the
Deloitte Consulting LLP study7 found that their vendors
ultimately did not have capabilities required to deliver
expected quality levels and cost savings. Of course,

“Calling a Change in the Outsourcing Market: The Realities for the
World’s Largest Organizations.” Deloitte Consulting LLP, April 2005.
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selection of the wrong vendor often creates the need
to repeat the whole process in order to select the right
one. The 2008 Deloitte Consulting survey8 found that 35
percent of respondents said they would spend more time
on the service provider selection process if they could go
back to the beginning of their initiative.
Upside opportunities
If you exercise due diligence regarding vendors’ capacity,
capabilities, and resources, you maximize the chances that
the initiative will deliver on all expectations, smoothly and
consistently, for years to come.

Vendor selection is, of
course, a milestone
stage of the process
that helps make all
your plans and
projections real.
Keys to Risk Intelligent vendor selection
Remember that once you enter into an outsourcing
arrangement, your vendor’s risks essentially become
your own. Even if you legally transfer risk to the vendor,
accountability remains with you. Thus, your due diligence
process should, to the extent possible, assess vendors’
risk management capabilities as well as operating,
management, and reporting capabilities. This assessment
includes the vendor’s operational readiness to begin
delivering services and its ability to comply with contract
terms and regulatory requirements in all relevant industries
and jurisdictions.

“Why Settle for Less? Deloitte Consulting 2008 Outsourcing Report.”
Deloitte Consulting LLP, December 2007.
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A sound selection process would also generally include:
• Deliberation at the entity level of your organization rather
than an ad hoc, “silo-style” selection by business units
•R
 FPs with clearly defined performance requirements and
techniques for security, recovery, audit, and control
• Validation of initial assumptions, review of operating and
quality assurance capabilities, and sensitivity analysis of
proposed pricing
• Assessment of vendors’ business continuity plans, given
the proliferating sources of risk to operations
(See “Risk Intelligence in the Age of Global Uncertainty”
at www.deloitte.com/risk)
• Exit and switching strategies.
Your internal auditors can play a critical role in assessing
the service provider’s internal controls during due diligence
and throughout the outsourcing agreement. Of course,
internal audit’s access may be limited in a pre-contract
situation, as some companies will be reluctant to hand over
the “keys” prior to a formal engagement. Nonetheless, you
should attempt to obtain sufficient access to information to
attain reassurance regarding the service provider’s system
of internal control.
Items to be assessed include:
• Service provider’s control environment and governance
structure
–– D
 oes the vendor have a code of conduct and
expectations similar to your company’s? Is it adhered
to?
–– A
 re the vendor’s structure, competencies, and
experience adequate to provide the required services?
–– D
 oes the vendor conduct periodic risk assessments
that consider factors affecting services provided to the
client?
• S ervice provider’s security, privacy, and business
continuity practices
–– Is a comprehensive information security control
architecture in place based on the client’s control
requirements and vendor’s risk assessment?
–– H
 ow are the security policies and guidelines
communicated? How is the operating effectiveness of
the controls validated?

• Service provider’s operational delivery processes
–– A
 re service delivery processes thoroughly
documented? Are roles and responsibilities between
the company and the vendor clearly defined?
–– A
 re adequate controls in place to cover service level
agreement reporting and billing?
–– A
 re change management, incident management, and
issue escalation and resolution processes formalized?
• Service provider’s human resources practices
–– A
 re hiring, compensation, training, and termination
practices adequately controlled and compliant with
local laws? Are they philosophically aligned with your
own company’s practices?
• Your own Vendor Risk Management (VRM) program
–– Do you have a formalized VRM program?
–– D
 oes the program consider relevant risks under a
global delivery model?
–– A
 re service provider risks periodically monitored based
on risk ranking?
Stage 4. Contracting — Striking the deal
After the key deal points have been nailed down and risks
identified, contracting should be a relatively easy exercise.
That’s the payoff for the effort and due diligence expended
in the first three stages of the process. During those early
stages, a draft contract will often have been prepared
(at least in outline form), setting the stage for a mutually
advantageous relationship. The contracting stage is not the
time to fix a poor strategic assessment or a questionable
vendor selection; unfortunately, it is a fairly common
mistake for companies to try to do so.
Downside possibilities
Missing or inadequate provisions regarding (among other
things) service levels, incentives, transition management,
vendor personnel, security, privacy, contingency plans,
price protection, “audit clause,” and termination can
leave you with little leverage down the road. However,
contracts can also be so rigid that it becomes difficult to
amend them even if conditions warrant a change. Goodfaith negotiation and a mutually rewarding contract can
decrease these risks. Forty-nine percent of respondents

The Risk Intelligent approach to outsourcing and offshoring 11

in the 2008 Deloitte Consulting survey9 wished that they
had done more to define realistic service levels that aligned
with their business goals and objectives.
Upside possibilities
Clearly defined contracts, along with service level
agreements or balanced scorecard provisions, enable both
parties to clearly set expectations and allow for understood
monitoring of one another’s performance under the
contract. This sets the stage for transparency and
cooperation rather than secrecy and corner-cutting. Clear,
fair contracts are also essential to a useful contract risk
and compliance (CRC) program throughout the ongoing
relationship.
Keys to Risk Intelligent contracting
Ideally, the parties should view contracting as the cement
that binds a mutually rewarding, ongoing relationship.
The parties should develop contracts with a view toward
the formal CRC program under which the contract will be
administered. (If your company does not have a formal
CRC program, now is the time to start developing one.)
Risk Intelligent contracting really depends on the quality of
the provisions and metrics in the contract and the means
of monitoring performance under them, and that depends
on getting the previous three stages right.
That said, there should be clearly defined security
and control requirements based on the nature and
configuration of the sourcing relationship as well as
existing standards, policies, and procedures. Companies
that try to insert control requirements late in the contract
stage, or worse, after the contract is signed, often find this
difficult and costly.
In addition, Risk Intelligent contracting calls for:
• Performance criteria and SLA metrics linked to business
value
• Mechanisms to manage variations in volume as well as
cost increases, decreases, ceilings, and floors
• Defined payment terms, currency, and exchange rates
• Checklists of legal, regulatory, contract, and insurance
requirements and clearly stated implications of
non-compliance

9
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• Right to validate the performance of the vendor in
relation to the contract provisions
• Contract termination and transition rights in the event
either party wishes to end the relationship.

Elements of a CRC program
An effective contract risk and compliance program
consists of links, processes, structures, and
interactions with external partners to realize value
and manage risks in business relationships. It’s a
formal program of setting objectives and measures
of success, monitoring performance and risks,
and establishing ownership and accountability for
personnel for both parties.
Core activities in an effective CRC program include:
• Clarifying business objectives, risks, controls, and
benefits for each business partner
• Creating a common understanding of compliance
and noncompliance with contracts
• Validating the accuracy of information reported by
business partners
• P erforming risk assessments and control reviews of
business partners.
Specific requirements and activities will, of course,
vary by industry, but the basic intent and function
of a CRC program remains the realization of value
and management of risk. See “More Than a Matter
of Trust: Managing Risk in Extended Business
Relationships” at www.deloitte.com/us/crc.

Stage 5. Service transition, delivery and posttransition management — After the deal is signed
Service transition
This is a critical juncture of the O/O lifecycle, and success
depends on how well you’ve done everything up to this
point. If the effort is misaligned with your strategy and
rests on a faulty business case, or if you selected the
wrong vendor and drew up an inadequate or inappropriate
contract, a good outcome may be jeopardized. Yet even if
you have done everything right up to now, you still have
work to do.
Downside possibilities
Lack of formal transition planning undermines knowledge
transfer, change management, and problem resolution
— and retention of key personnel. Deloitte Consulting
LLP’s study10 found that 20 percent of participants saw
unexpectedly high vendor employee turnover, and
concomitant erosion of the knowledge base. Worse
yet, poor service transition can seriously damage your
relationships with customers, employees, and other
stakeholders.
Upside opportunity
Proper planning and management will control transition
costs (and risks), set the stage for a productive relationship,
and maintain the knowledge base. This stage enables you
to update and streamline operations or, if appropriate, “lift
and shift” an existing process or system to a third party or
offshore location in a cost-effective manner.
Keys to Risk Intelligent service transition
The key activities in this stage are transition planning,
knowledge transfer, training, and key personnel retention.
Although you may anticipate either a honeymoon period
or a shakedown cruise, it’s useful to evaluate outcomes
during this phase against preset criteria. These criteria
should include visibility into the vendor’s operations and
governance program, quality of the vendor’s planning,
adherence to deadlines and quality targets, and level of
communication about problems. The SLA can potentially
be fine tuned here as well. Overall, the keys to successful
transitions are effective knowledge transfer and acceptance
of responsibilities at an individual level; thus, this requires a
proactive human resources change-management

10
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program. Many companies are ill-prepared for this stage.
The Deloitte Consulting survey noted that 75 percent
of outsourcing service providers stated that their clients
were not well prepared to initiate their outsourcing
arrangement.11
A Risk Intelligent service transition enables you to:
• Reengineer processes and systems before the transition
or leverage the transition itself to reengineer them,
according to plan
• Monitor vendor performance and set the right
expectations regarding communications and compliance
through a robust CRC program
• Evaluate the transition itself for “things going right”
and “things going wrong,” particularly in the areas of
knowledge transfer and human resources
•R
 equest — or jointly develop — a plan to correct
whatever needs correction.
Delivery and post-transition management
Here is the “happily ever after” stage of the lifecycle —
you hope. The productivity and benefits of the ongoing
relationship depend on constant vigilance. Even O/O efforts
that start off satisfactorily are prone to entropy, and only
active management oversight can forestall or reverse
potentially negative trends. This means monitoring the
quality and timeliness of service delivery and validating
continual compliance with key contract provisions,
particularly those related to risk management (e.g., training
and back-up plans).
Downside possibilities
Decreasing service levels, cost overruns, and compliance
difficulties might signal the need to switch vendors or
bring the function back in house. Either move represents
increased costs and diversion of management attention
from other matters, so it’s usually preferable to try to
correct such situations. But if you must move the function
elsewhere, do so. Worst case scenarios include serious
damage to your organization’s reputation, brands, markets,
finances, or legal standing.
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Upside opportunities
When they work well, O/O initiatives deliver not only cost
savings and flexibility, but ongoing two-way transfers of
knowledge as well as increasing growth and profitability
for both parties. Also, every successful O/O effort provides
numerous lessons for the future if, and only if, those
lessons are shared across the organization in useful ways.
(Failed O/O projects also provide lessons, of course, but at
significant cost.)
Keys to Risk Intelligent post-transition management
An ongoing monitoring program to validate compliance
with numerous expectations and assumptions (both
hopefully contained in the contract or SLAs) should give
both parties greater trust in each other and confidence that
processes are operating as expected. It should also identify
mutually beneficial opportunities to improve SLA metrics
and customer satisfaction when you renew the contract.
The governance program must detect and report events
related to non-performance and non-compliance regardless
of how long the relationship endures. This occurs most
reliably in the context of a governance structure with clear
definition of roles and responsibilities; cross-functional
integration among IT, business, compliance, security,
privacy, and procurement; and balance between centralized
standards and local requirements at offshore locations.
A Risk Intelligent post-deal management program will also:
• Validate compliance against contract and SLA provisions
periodically
• Be built into a formal, centralized compliance monitoring
and enforcement function and culture
• E stablish robust vendor risk management (VRM)
programs that ensure effective and efficient ongoing
vendor oversight
• Assign internal audit an ongoing role in post-deal
governance monitoring
• E stablish and enforce penalty provisions for SLA
non-compliance.
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Stepping up your game
Taking even a few of these steps toward Risk Intelligent
outsourcing and offshoring should place your O/O
initiatives ahead of those of competitors. And taking more
steps provides even greater benefit, because each step
builds on the previous one. A lucid strategic analysis makes
for a sound business case, which fosters selection of the
right vendor and a complete contract. That contract — and
the foregoing analysis — makes for a smooth transition
and a well-managed relationship in the post-transition
stage.
So, before you turn to your current or future O/O
initiatives, take the test on the following page, then
advance toward Risk Intelligent outsourcing and
offshoring.
Final thoughts
Outsourcing and offshoring offer many potential benefits.
Yet it is worth noting that the need for management
accountability remains ever present, regardless of any O/O
initiative. Many tasks can be outsourced, but oversight
cannot. You simply can’t outsource your responsibilities
away.
It’s natural to think of risk management as just another
cost, and, yes, it does cost money and require resources
and management attention. However, given the stakes
— both the potential benefits and the inherent risks —
of outsourcing and offshoring today, a Risk Intelligent
approach presents the surest route to realizing the
maximum value of your O/O strategy. Even small steps
toward that end can take you far.

Test your organization’s Risk
Intelligence for O/O initiatives
• T o what extent does your company consider
outsourcing and offshoring initiatives in light of its
strategic business goals? Does it use these initiatives
basically for cost control and to solve short-term
problems? Or is there a larger strategic purpose?

•D
 oes your company have a formal risk management
frame-work to address risks at each phase of the
sourcing life cycle?

•H
 as your company analyzed its readiness to
outsource? Has it assessed the gap between existing
capabilities and those needed to optimize the value
of O/O initiatives? Has your company addressed the
gaps?

•D
 oes your company have a formal contract risk
compliance program? Is it applied as designed and
intended?

•D
 o you develop rigorous business cases with
researched, verifiable assumptions?
•A
 re sourcing risk-analysis results incorporated into
your vendor selection, due diligence, and contracting
processes?
•A
 re vendors thoroughly researched and vetted? Or are
they chosen mainly on the basis of costs or existing
relationships?
•A
 re your contracts one-sided and aimed at extracting
maximum advantage at the expense of vendors and
partners? Or are they balanced? Do they consider and
address global delivery risks in offshoring?
• Is there a separate, well-grounded transition plan
for each initiative? Are those plans actually used and
reviewed for efficacy?
•D
 oes your company weave sourcing governance
into the organization and its relationships? Or does it
view risk management as a one-off exercise for each
initiative?

•D
 o you establish effective risk mitigation based on risk
priorities?

•D
 oes your company have a formal vendor risk
management program? Do you allocate risk
management resources based on risk rankings, and
monitor service provider risks periodically based on a
risk ranking?
•D
 oes your company prioritize all O/O risks according
to likelihood and severity? Does it allocate risk
management resources to O/O risks accordingly?
•D
 oes your company consider value-killing
vulnerabilities in its assessment?
•D
 oes your company have a risk assessment framework
and a repeatable risk assessment model applicable to
future decisions and deployments?
•D
 oes your company, at the entity level, track and
report its experiences in O/O initiatives and apply the
lessons learned to future deployments?
•D
 oes your company require vendors to provide
regular service level management reports consistent
with specified service level objectives? Are penalties
for non-compliance with service level agreements
established and enforced?
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Contact us
To learn more about Deloitte’s governance and risk services or to contact one of our global leaders,
please visit: www.deloitte.com/risk.
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